We provide a semantical framework for exact real arithmetic using linear fractional transformations on the extended real line. We present an extension of PCF with a real type which introduces an eventually breadth-first strategy for lazy evaluation of exact real numbers. In this language, we present the constant r&ndant if, rif, for defining functions by cases which, in contrast to parallel if (pif), overcomes the problem of undecidability of comparison of real numbers in finite time. We use the upper space of the one-point compactification of the real line to develop a denotational semantics for the lazy evaluation of real programs. Finally two adequacy results are proved, one for programs containing rif and one for those not containing it. Our adequacy results in particular provide the proof of correct.ness of algorithms for computation of single-valued elementary functions.
Introduction
It is well known that the accumulation of round-off errors in floating point programs can lead to grossly incorrect numerical results which in general are impossible to estimate 123. This problem, with all its implications, has remained the main unresolved issue in computer arithmetic.
Two main approaches have been proposed for exact real arithmetic as an alternative to floating point: The first, introduced by Vuillemin [20] , uses redundant continued fractions to represent real numbers and has been implemented by Lester [lo] . The other approach, by Boehm and Cartwright, uses redundant sequences of R-adic numbers to represent reals and has been implemented by MenissierMorain [II] . There has been no attempt to provide proper semantics for either of the two frameworks. In fact, there are no proofs of correc-t.ness of algorithms in the former and the lack of semantics in the latter makes it very hard to check the various ad hoc proofs for the correctness of the algorithms given in [ll] .
.4 new framework for exact real computation has been introduced in 115, 61 in which a real number is given by the intersection cji ii nested sequenc'e of rational intervals obtained by appl+ng a sequence of composition of linear fractional transfor~~l -'b'ons (lft's) , rquivalently matrices, with integer coefficients to the base interval [O,co] . This provides a redu:-,dant. rt~pr<~sentation of a real number by a product of matrices, called a normal product. A complete set of efficient on-line algorithms for elementary functions in this setting has I)cen provided in [13] and implemented in Caml. It has the distinguishing features that it is incremental (i.e. to obtai.1 ir ~(JTV accurate result one only needs to proceed with con~puta~ion at the previous stage) and also includes rational aritlir.~r:ic.
In [Ia] fol~c:~~i~~g Scott's suggestion in [17] and the work in 14, lij, a;) extension of PCF [lS, 121, with a real number data rype, I)a:+ecl on the domain of intervals, was presented to give a &notational semantics to this lft framework. However, there are two essential restrictions here: Firstly, it only applies to computation on the non-negative reals which greatly simplifies the framework as one only needs to work with matrices with non-negative integer coefficients. Secondly, it uses norl-deterministic reduction rules. In this setting, it v:as proved that an evaluation branch which produces the correct rf?:ulr must exist hllT no effective strategy was present&.
In [15, :5'. :-!~? lft framework was extended to the extended T-U! !il c\ 'JY as follows: The leading matrix in a normHl l!roduc~t., c,alled a sign matrix, has arbitrary integer coefficicn!::. T1:c sign matrix determines an interval of Woo while the suhscquent so called digit matrices, with all nonnegative or all non-positive entries successively refine this interval to th!a rcsal number in question. In the present paper, we nrsT give a semantics to t.his framework. We present an extel:+ior: I.?I!H.@ (Language for Computable Real Functions) (6 I-'/ii; n,:th a real type which has deterministic reduction r:llc:: f:!ving an eventually breadth-first strategy for lazy evamatic!r! <)f exact real numbers. In the operational semantics, ':nc I:Iz:\. deterministic strategy allows us to convenieI&l:l:; c,t+i,l,: &al(P)(n) as the nth interval in the output of the re:\l progr,:(m P. LC)'; F is eql:ipped with the constant redundant if, rif, which g~ncralizcs the quasi-relational comparison operator << with tolerance c in [3, page 471 and which allows us to define a function over the whole of the extended reals by dividing its c:ijn,ain to, say, two overlapping intervals that cover R,-". it i.5 ,Iecidahle in finite time that a real number lies in cxt:c' of t' ?':ic intervals. If the function is single-valued then its ~,aiuc il~i -a-he overlap coincides in the two branches of rif anti w:" ar :r!)lc to compntc the function thanks to the b, bl -1 Figure 1 : Stereographic projection of the extended real line onto the unit circle and intervals as arcs. redundancy of our representation.
In this way, rif can be regarded as a redundant version of pif used in 14, 7] which, in contrast to pif, overcomes the problem of undecidability of comparison of real numbers in finite time.
We use, for the first time in semantics of programming languages, the upper space UR"
(the non-empty compact subsets of Iwoo with reverse inclusion), defined for general topological spaces in [19] and proposed as a computational model for Hausdorff spaces in [5] , to develop a denotational semantics for LCRF. In fact, the semantics of rif relies on the existence of the infimum of two approximate reals and this infimum does not exist in the domain IEP of intervals of IP. Moreover URw is, in contrast to IIF?, a continuous Scott domain which provides a convenient setting for our semantics.
We finally prove two adequacy results. The first applies to all programs which do not contain rif. The other adequacy result applies to an inductively defined class of so called basic real programs which contain rif and include real programs for all single-valued elementary functions.
Preliminaries
We denote with BP = Iw U {co} the one point compactification of the real line. Furthermore, we define for ca, b E IP the closed intenjal from a to 6 by [u, b] = {z E IR" 1 a 5 2 5 b} for a 5 band [a,b] = {ca}U{z E R 1 z 5 b}U{z E lw 1 a < x} for b < a. So [l, -11 denotes the complement of the open interval (-1,l) in W". If IIP is represented by the unit circle S1 in the usual way using the stereographic projection, these intervals correspond to arcs going anti-clockwise from u to b, see Figure 1 .
The arithmetic operations are extended to Woo in the usual manner, i.e. x + 03 = co + z = 00 -x = z -cc = 00 forx#ooandx~oo=oo~z=~forz#Oaswellas~=O and f = co. To be able to deal with the remaining cases, we will also consider WY = P u {I} and set co + 00 = 00 -co = 0 .oo = d = I and 2 * I = I * 2 = I for all z~ll+$'and*E {+,-;./}. = fo(f1 (IO: ml)) I2 = fo(f1 (fi(P, =)I))) (1) is nested *antI inrprsects in a single point. Here, application of an lft to a set is understood pointwise, i.e. we set f ( (1). This is the basic idea of how to represent elements of Woo by sequences of integer matrices. This idea is refined by introducing vectors which enable us to represent rational numbers exactly. Let the set of vectors with integer coefficients.
The zerodimensional lft or the constant associated with a vector is defined by O(",) = t E WY. We will also consider the set V'={(Z) EVJa.b>O} f o vectors with same sign integer coefficients which correspond to rational numbers in [0, co] or to 1. Now we are able to define our representation of real numbers. First, the special case of elements of [0, co] is treated separately. The most common case of an unsigned normal product is that of an infinite sequence N = MoMl of matrices which are all non-singular. In this case the associated interval sequence is simply given by seq(a)(n) = Info(hilo~1M~...114,~).
Note that without any further assumptions this interval sequence might converge to an interval with non-empty iuterior rather than to a single point.
One way to derive unsigned normal products is via continued fractior?s 1211. For example, take the expansion Allowing the first matrix in a normal product to be arbitrary, we get a representation of all of R". ... = Mea is a signed normal prodact -,-hcrl N is an unsigned normal product and seq(,C?)(n) = /Vc(seq(a)(n)) for n 2 1. As in the case of unsigned norni a1 ~)~)(?ucts, the most common case of a signed normal produr:t 's that of an infinite sequence (Y = MoMl . . . of matrices which are all non-singular. In this case the associated inrer-ral :+quence is simply given by
Extending the above example, an unsigned normal product for l-d It is shown in [13] that for every elementary function there exists such a tree which computes the function in the lft framework. We give in Section 3.3 below an example for the tangent function. We derive an interval sequence from such a tree in the following manner: For the nth interval, cut the tree off at depth n and plug in the interval [0, m] for all exposed arguments. The resulting intervals will be nested, if all lft's in the tree have non-negative entries except possibly for the root node. We call such a tree a signed ezpressdon tree. For the special case that the entries of all tensors, matrices and vectors in the tree are non-negative, we speak of an unsigned expression tree. If there are just finitely many nodes with negative entries, we are dealing with expressaon trees. Before ' The trees were typeset using Paul Taylor's diagram macros.
we elaborate how to assign interval sequences to expression trees, we give one more example from 1131. can he shown to evaluate fi for x given as an unsigned normal product. Evaluating an expression in this framework amounts to transforming the expression tree into an equivalent tree which is a normal product. We need some further definitions in order to explain the possible transformations.
The transpose of a tensor is defined by (ii f i)' = (i J i g). Furthermcze , (Ti, .Tz) @ M = (TI . M, T2 . M) is the right product of a t~sor with a matrix; the left product is defined by T @ 1.4 = (T' @ M) ' . Here we write Tl, respectively TL , f,Gr tll+ >natrix consisting of the first, respectively last, two cohlmns of T and, as above, denote the usual matrix product by . or simply juxtaposition.
In particular, M (TI, T2) = (MT,, MTJ). Observe that
for T E T and M E M and all z, y E WY. These identities are read from i,+it to right as rewrite rules. Here a step of the fc,rm i (!(2 (:c), y) * (TO M)(x, y) or T(x, M(y)) -(T @ M)(:r,y1 l,sing (2) or (3) is called left-absorption or right-abwrptaon, respectively, while T(x, y) -M(T'(x, y)) derived from (4) is referred to as emission. The rules are repeatedly applied to an expression tree such that the root emits a sequence of matrices-the normal product which represents the result of the computation.
The key steps are the emission steps. In order to apply (4), a tensor ,T has to be split into a product MT'. This has t.o be done in such a way that the remaining tensor T' has positive e++s in order to ensure that the resulting sequence of matrices is a normal product, i.e. that the associated inrerva!:: '.: -m a nested sequence. This is achieved by considering the information of a tensor and emitting a matrix with exactlv rhe same information contents as follows.
The znform&on of a tensor T lft is defined by Info(T) =
For thr foliowing procedure to calculate the information of a tensor, TYP ,i&ne the relat.ions 5 and x on V by (z) -< (2) iff (y>) =: (,-r:; :'I' nd -bc < 0 aud V =: W iff there is T < 0 with V z: rM, Definit:*uz~ S S~~pp~~se T = jl/lI':LVsVi) E T, where the & denote ihe columns of 'T. The head Thd of T is the matrix defined as follows: If there are i, j E { 1,2,3,4} with Vi x V' then we set Thd = (: y). Otherwise we distinguish two cases: (1) if 3 is not o. partial order on {VI, Vz, Vs, Vd}, i.e. if there are pairwzsc disjoint i, j, k with Vi 5 V, 3 Vk, then we also set Thd = (A y) and (2) if 5 is a partial order on {VI, Va, Va, VA} we define Thd = (max(Vi),min(Vi)) E M (the head of T), where we pick the unique maximal/minimal element (z) with minimal sum a + b.
The tail T" of T is the tensor defined by T" = FT E 'II'.
Lemma 4 For any T E T, head and tail as given above are well-defined. If Info(T) f Boo then Info(T) = Info(Thd) and Tt' E 'II'+. If info(T) = KY then Thd = (h y).
With this tool at hand we are able to transform nondegenerate expression trees into signed expression trees in a finite number of steps.
Theorem 5 Every expressaon tree with the property that all its unsigned subtrees denote single points can be transformed into a signed expression tree with a finite number of emissions and absorptions.
Proof.
Starting with the lowermost signed tensor T, we absorb from both sides until Info(T) # R"". Then we are able to emit a signed matrix; the remaining tensor is unsigned. Signed matrices and vectors are absorbed. As there is just a finite number of signed nodes, after a finite number of step the root is the only node left which might contain negative entries. The new tree is a signed expression tree. Term trees of the form Xx : t.P are called abstractions, and those of the form PQ are called applications. The other constructs of PCF with products include the successorsucc(P), predecessor pred(.P), test for zero ~-zero(P), conditional -if Pthen PelseP, pairing --(P,Q), first projection fst(P), second projection -snd (P) and recursion -PZ : t.P. The uew constructs for LCRF are redundant ifrif, used 6:. dc"il:ition of real functions by cases, and transformatz~wi '/'A, [P) , (P) and )P), corresponding to 0. As we will ::ec later: the different types of brackets correspond to different types of input and output.
The equivalence class of term trees modulo renaming of bound variables are called just terms and we refer to a closed term of a type which is a product of ground types as a program.
We will use the notation [Q/ZIP for substitution to indicate the result of replacing all free occurrences of the variable .c in i> Ily Q, making the appropriate changes in the bound vari.:ibl:qr ~8 P so that no free variables in Q become bound.
For CC~IW~:~~I:C~, int denotes arc integer constructed in the usuai way usir ; s ljair of naturai numtrers num, vector(t) denotes t XL, marrix(r~ denotes vector(t) xvector (t) and tensor(t) denores .Xatrlx(t) x matrix(t).
There are two systems of rules describing LCRF. The first of these determines which of the term described by the syntax above are to be considered well-typed. These are the terms to wnich we will assign a meaning in our semantic model. The second set of rules form the operational semantics for evaiual:i, *II whc>re A" denotes the interior of A 5 RCO. As can he seen from these rules, we 71se the different types of brackets to denote different types of input and output to a function.
So the right square bracket '1' denotes input type real and the left. square bracket '[' output type real while right angle bracket ')' stands for input real+ and left angle bracket '(' for output real+. For simplicity, we do not consider functions with input real and output real+, hence there is no transformation (PI. The special construct )T) is used to indicate that a tensor is in a state where only absorption is allowed.
The restrictions in the rule [Rif] ensure that the two cases cover all input values and overlap. Intuitively, the t.erm rif(M, N, ,f, g) should be thought of as the function z ~--f f(M- ':c) for :c E Info(M) and z ++ g(N-'2) for zc E Info(N).
Reduction Rules
A real program can be considered as an expression tree as described in Section 2.2. The reduction rules will include the rules of PCF and allow expression trees to be t.ransformed into normal products by al)sorption and emission rules. Formally, the reduction rules of LCRF are defined in two steps. First we extend the retluct.ion relation -+ of PCF to o71r language. This relation allows us to emit a leading matrix from any expression tree, i.e. the sign matrix for type real and the first digit matrix for type real+. Then we define the relation ==+ which enables 71s to emit seq71ences of matrices. We define -+ to he the least reflexive transitive relation satisfying the reduction rules for call-by-name evaluation of PCF with products, which is well known 181, and the rules given in Figure 2 , where, for simplicity? WP have omitted a corresponding set of rules for vectors in place of matrices.
The rules (M&l/S) ensure that only the leading matrix of i7 normal product may have negative ent.ries. For the same reason, a tensor ['i'] may only absorb information {AbsS) and a tensor [Z') may only emit if it has non-trivial information (Emit2) and has to absorb otherwise (Abs2). Whenever a tensor emits information (Emitl/2), its state is changed to )'f), so that absorption is forced next (Absl). This ensures that in an jr&ire tree (Z'J)(z, (TJ)(x, {T~)(z,. . .))) which I:'u~ IMP 'r~structed using /c (see the example in 3.3 below), 11,forrnntion is process\?tl in a breadth-first manner to avoid poF:sihie unnecessary dcadloc~k.
N0t.e thaT ihe rules for rif are deterministic. Priority is given to th,? !eft branch (Rifl), the right branch is chosen only if :: ;:ai't-choice is not possible (Rif2). Only if neither branch c~17 be chosen yet, the argument is further re duced (R i").
The rcdJ,ct,~o '1. relation ti)
AS now defined as the least relation conri:l' :rJg + and satis?;irJg na;ncly to (TO M@ N)(P', Q') did not distiuguish between -+ and =+, the11 (ii! wo:~l~i YiPld P --t (Al)(M') P" and the reduction )T)(.F',Qi + {/'CL? iIf@ N)((M')P",Q)
would also be possible.
We ,ii?\-th;tr :. program P :vra!-ates to a value Z if P ===s 2 where N value of typck bool, num, or int is, as new types as follows. if the program P reduces to values starting with arbitrarily many matrices, it determines a normal product CY, signed or unsigned depending on the type. We let Eval(P) = seq(a) be the sequence of information thus calculated. Thus, e.g., if P is of type real and P * We get.
tan == pf.cif(M.
otherwise [L) z must be evaluated further.
Denotational Semantics
We refer the reader to [l] for domain theory. Let IV1 = NU {I} and BI = {true, false, I} denote the flat domains of natural numbers and truth values, respectively. For a compact Hausdorff space X, let UX be its upper power space, i.e. the collection of all nonempty closed subsets of X, ordered by reversed set inclusion. The space X is embedded into UX as the set of maximal elements via z t+ {x}. The way-below relation < on UX is given by K < L iff there is an open set 0 s X such that K > 0 > L. If f: X + Y is continuous, its canonical extension Uf: UX -+ UY is given by Uf(A) = {f(z) 1 x E A}. We write Uf simply as f. We will use these domains, which are all continuous Scott-domains, i.e. are bounded complete, to extend the standard fied-point model relative to call-by-name of PCF with products to LCRF. The interpretation [It] of a type t is the domain defined inductively by
[real] = U&?
While a type assignment associates types with variables, an environment associates values to variables. If H is a type assignment, then an H-environment is a function p on variables that maps each x : t E H to a value p(x) E [tn.
Let us use the notation [H D P : t] for the interpretation of term P relative to type assignment H and type t. Thus [H D P : tJ is a function from H-environments to it] defined by induction on the type derivation of H k P : t. Thus, in particular, we get for transformations that There is no way to syntact.ically prevent the user from writing multi-valued programs.
Note that, as in the above example, the union of intervals uPI U [Qn(zN) t, t P: t then P is I-total computable whenever [PI,. . . , P,/xl,. . . ,x,]P is I-total computable for any set of closed I-total computable terms Pi such that I-Pi: xi.
Lemma 9 A real program P is computable (I-total wmputable) ifl for all a. << [PI there is n E N such that a 5 Eval(P)(n) (and P Zs -L-total).
Lemma 10 If T l;s n tensor and P, Q are terms of appropriate type then there a,re i, k E N such that for all n E N (1) Eval((WP, Q))(n + 1)) = T(EvW')(nL
(1) If P --t (M)P' and Q --f (N)Q' then (T)PQ w (T'ld)(Shd) )S')(P',Q') with S = T"@ nf@ N. Thus Eval((T)(P,Q))(l) = Info(T"Shd) = Info(T@ MO S) = T(Eval(P)(O), Eval(Q)(O)). The general case follows by induction.
Similarly, (2), (3) and (4) are proven with the alteration that in (2) the tensor does not emit prior to absorbing and that in (3) and (4) the tensor has to absorb a certain number of matrices before it can start to emit. If the arguments P and Q cannot deliver enough information for T to start absorbing, both sides of the equation are equal to 1. This class inc!,lGr; in particular the programs for all singlevalued eleme:.,.? "1. functions pTe"ented in [13] .
Lemma 14 E,~rl; trrm of LC!%7 zuhrch does not contain rif is compuf&~:
.iv.ql basic term is I-total computable.
Proof. 7';:s ;,I .K).! is by structural induction on the term P. Let (r be a Etib;iti tution of closed (I-total) computable terms for the free va5a!)les in P. Thus, we must show that UP is (I-total) computable. We only deal with the cases which deviate from t.hr corresponding proof for PCF with products [S]. Observe that R + ([P~/.cJ(c$Jj,~~. . . P, f (tciPl/:c])Q)Pg . . .Pn, which .., ze we,. , ;.H ,;. But, S 1.; (I-:-&al) computable becaxt' 2 iz &total) cc,n:puti;ble.
NOW UR] = I [S] am-l i/,&E3 fud:(R)(n) = UnEN iZval(S)(n), thus R is (Itotal) computable.
For P z /~.i : t.Q, we must sh;>w that R E SPI Pz . . . P, where S = pz : t.oQ is (I-total) computable if PI, &, . , I=?, are closed (I--total) computable terms and R h.+; I; I~+ real or real-, &fine Si by so E /.!:J: t.:,: s i+1 s (Xx : t.uQ) S". ?'lm i3i] = ~~~j~,[,.!?] and Si is (J--total) computable for ali i E N. Let u K BR] = uquPIn.. . uPnn = u~"=oljS'P~ ... P,,j. Then there is i E N with a << ljSiP; .. . P,,C. Therefore there is k E N such that a & Eval(S'P1 .. . m)(k) because Si is (I-total) com-1~11 if Un,ePd Eval(P) = {z}, then tan(P) denotes tan(z).
Combine the adequacy result with the proof of mathematical correctness of the formula for the tangent given in Section 3.3.
n Likewise, we can compu:e all elementary functions like sin, cos, tan, exp, using t.he formulas given in [13] and correctness of the resulting LCRF-programs is guaranteed by the adequacy result combined with the mathematical correctness of the formulas involved. 6 Conclusion
We have shown the ck,mputational adequacy of the lft framework for lazy real number computation for a class of basic real programs which includes programs for single-valued elementary functions. This in itself represents a significant theoretical progress in developing correct algorithms for real functions. It also narrows the gap between the theory and practice of real number computat.ion. Among the main issues for future work wil! be the question of universality of LCRF and the development of more efficient evaluation strat,egies. Also, in order to capture multi-valued functions such as arctan in our semantics, we need to allow multivalued reduction rules for rif. Alternatively, we can use a parallel construction to obtain computational adequacy for all elementary functions [14] . Furthermore, the implementation Calathea in Cam1 of the lft framework by Potts at Imperial College is based on exact floating point [15, 61, i.e . it restricts the set of matrices used to only four sign and three digit matrices; this ~rralws the flow of information steady and allows an infornaat7on flow ana2ysis 1131 to maximize the efficiency of the lazy evaluation. The question of computational adequacy of the exact floating point framework with the information flow analysis will also be a basic focus of future research.
